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Snowy 

 

© Patricia Stassart 

Facebookgroup: https://www.facebook.com/groups/311076422663902/ 

Facebookpage: https://www.facebook.com/Designs-Creations-by-Patricia-1984766338444828/ 

Ravelry: De Vrolijke Vlinders / Patricia Stassart 

It’s NOT allowed to share, publish or sell this pattern!  

The finished doll will be approximately  13 cm tall. 

Materials: 

Catona: 35 gr red 

               20 gr skin color 

  30 gr white 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/311076422663902/
http://www.ravelry.com/people/patriciastassart
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               25 gr brown 

stuffing 

2 safety eyes 6 mm 

hooksize 2 mm 

30 cm satin ribbon 

Abbreviations:  

MR – Magic ring 

Ch – Chain 

Slst – slip stitch 

Sc – single crochet 

Inc - increase – single crochet 2 in the next stitch 

Dec - decrease – single crochet 2 stitches together 

Turn 

Rnd – Round(s) 

*…..* repeat (rep) what is between the **  

(…) at the end of the round is the amount of stitches after completing this round 

Note: 

You can make the doll also to stand instead of hanging. Use granulate to stuff the body in this case. 

Cord: 

Using yellow 

Row 01: Ch 101 , start in the  2nd  stitch from the hook, slst in each chain. Fasten off.   (100)  

Body: 

Using white. 

Rnd 01: MR with 6 sc          (6) 

Rnd 02: sc 2 in each stitch         (12) 

Rnd 03: *sc, inc* x 6          (18) 

Rnd 04: sc, inc, *sc 2, inc* x 5, sc        (24) 
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Rnd 05: *sc 3, inc* x 6          (30) 

Rnd 06: sc 2, inc, *sc 4, inc* x 5, sc 2        (36) 

Rnd 07: *sc 5, inc* x 6          (42) 

Rnd 08: sc 3, inc, *sc 6, inc* x 5, sc 3        (48) 

Rnd 09: *sc 7, inc* x 6          (54) 

Rnd 10: sc 4, inc, *sc 8, inc* x 5, sc 4        (60) 

Rnd 11: *sc 9, inc* x 6          (66) 

Rnd 12: sc 5, inc, *sc 10, inc* x 5, sc 5        (72) 

Rnd 13 – 19: sc in each stitch         (72) 

Rnd 20: sc 5, dec, *sc 10, dec* x 5, sc 5        (66) 

Rnd 21: *sc 9, dec* x 6          (60) 

Rnd 22: sc 4, dec, *sc 8, dec* x 5, sc 4        (54) 

Rnd 23: *sc 7, dec* x 6          (48) 

Rnd 24: back loops only,  sc 3, dec, *sc 6, dec* x 5, sc 3      (42) 

Rnd 25: *sc 5, dec* x 6          (36) 

Rnd 26: sc 2, dec, *sc 4, dec* x 5, sc 2, change to skin color in the last stitch   (30) 

Frown the lace ribbon, and sew it to the remaining loops of round 24. Begin on the side where you are 

 now with your skin color. 

 

Stuff normal. 

Rnd 27: *sc, Ch 1, skip one stitch* x 15, close round with 1 slst in the first stitch in skin color.   
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Rnd 28: Ch 1, start in the closing stitch with 1sc, sc on each single crochet, close round with 1 slst in the 

first stitch           (15) 

Thread the yellow cord through the holes in round 27. Do not close it yet because then you will find it 

difficult to crochet further. 

Rnd 29: back loops only, sc in each stitch, do NOT close round. We are working back in continuous 

rounds.            (15) 

Rnd 30: *sc 4, inc* x 3          (18) 

Rnd 31: *sc 2, inc* x 6          (24) 

Rnd 32: *sc 3, inc* x 6          (30) 

Rnd 33: sc 2, inc, *sc 4, inc* x 5, sc 2        (36) 

Rnd 34: *sc 5, inc* x 6          (42) 

Rnd 35: sc 3, inc, *sc 6, inc* x 5, sc 3        (48) 

Rnd 36: *sc 7, inc* x 6          (54) 

Rnd 37 – 40: sc in each stitch         (54) 

Rnd 41: sc in each stitch , mark any stitch above the ribbon, the eyes will be on this round later. (54) 

Rnd 42: sc in each stitch          (54) 

Rnd 43: *sc 7, dec* x 6          (48) 

Rnd 44: sc in each stitch          (48) 

Rnd 45: sc 3, dec, *sc 6, dec* x 5, sc 3        (42) 

Rnd 46: sc in each stitch          (42) 

Rnd 47: *sc 5, dec* x 6          (36) 

Rnd 48: sc in each stitch          (36) 

Rnd 49: sc 2, dec, *sc 4, dec* x 5, sc 2        (30) 

Rnd 50: sc in each stitch          (30) 

Fill the head firmly. Position your eyes on the marked row 41 approximately above the ribbons. Leave 4 

stitches between the eyes. If you are satisfied with the position, remove the filling and place the safety 

caps on the eyes. Fill back up firmly. 
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Rnd 51: *sc 3, dec* x 6          (24) 

Rnd 52: sc in each stitch          (24) 

If you want to hang it up, prepare your cap now. Make a hole in the middle in the bottle cap (be careful 

with your fingers ) double your ribbon and make a strong knot at the ends (see photo). Put your thread 

through the cap so that the knot is on the inside. Now fill the head firmly and place the cap in the 

opening. (you can also use regular wire, but make sure it is sturdy). Follow the pattern further. 

 

   

Rnd 53: sc, dec, *sc 2, dec* x 5, sc        (18) 

Rnd 54: sc in each stitch          (18) 

Rnd 55: *sc, dec* x 6          (12) 

Rnd 56: dec x 6           (12) 

Fasten off with a longer thread. Thread the thread through the front loops and close the hole. For 

those with a suspension wire, make sure that it comes out in the middle of the opening. 
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Nose: 

Using skin color. 

Rnd 01: MR with 6 sc           (6) 

Rnd 02: *sc, inc* x 3          (9) 

Rnd 03: sc in each stitch          (9) 

Fasten off with a longer thread. Thread the thread through the front loops, fill up a bit and close the 

hole. 

Sew the nose 1 row lower than the eyes and nicely in the middle. 

Cap: 

Using red. 

Rnd 01: MR with 6 sc           (6) 

Rnd 02 – 03: sc in each stitch         (6) 

Rnd 04: *sc, inc* x 3          (9) 

Rnd 05: sc in each stitch          (9) 

Rnd 06: *sc 2, inc* x 3          (12) 

Rnd 07: sc in each stitch          (12) 

Rnd 08: *sc 3, inc* x 3          (15) 

Rnd 09: sc in each stitch          (15) 

Rnd 10: *sc 4, inc* x 3          (18) 

Rnd 11 - 12: sc in each stitch         (18) 

Rnd 13: *sc 5, inc* x 3          (21) 
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Rnd 14 - 15: sc in each stitch         (21) 

Rnd 16: *sc 6, inc* x 3          (24) 

Rnd 17 - 18: sc in each stitch         (24) 

Rnd 19: *sc 5, inc* x 4          (28) 

Rnd 20 - 21: sc in each stitch         (28) 

Rnd 22: *sc 6, inc* x 4          (32) 

Rnd 23 - 24: sc in each stitch         (32) 

Rnd 25: *sc 7, inc* x 4          (36) 

Rnd 26 - 27: sc in each stitch         (36) 

Rnd 28: *sc 8, inc* x 4          (40) 

Rnd 29 - 30: sc in each stitch         (40) 

Rnd 31: *sc 9, inc* x 4          (44) 

Rnd 32 - 33: sc in each stitch         (44) 

Rnd 34: *sc 10, inc* x 4          (48) 

Rnd 35 - 36: sc in each stitch         (48) 

Rnd 37: *sc 11, inc* x 4          (52) 

Rnd 38 - 39: sc in each stitch         (52) 

Rnd 40: *sc 12, inc* x 4          (56) 

Rnd 41 - 42: sc in each stitch         (56) 

Slst 2, TURN 

Board of the hat: 

Continue in rows 

Row 01: back loops only, sc in each stitch, Ch 1, turn      (56) 

Row 02: sc, skip one stitch, sc 52, skip one stitch, sc, Ch 1, turn     (54) 

Row 03: sc, skip one stitch, sc 50, skip one stitch, sc, Ch 1, turn     (52) 

Row 04: sc, skip one stitch, sc 48, skip one stitch, sc, Ch 1, turn     (50) 

Row 05: sc, skip one stitch, sc 46, skip one stitch, sc, Ch 1, turn     (48) 
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Row 06: sc, skip one stitch, sc 44, skip one stitch, sc, Ch 1, turn     (46) 

Row 07: *slst, Ch 1* x 46, continue this way on the short side down in each row end and on the short 

way up. Close round with 1 slst in the first stitch. Fasten off. 

 

Hair: 

Using brown 

With the tip of the hat towards you; 

Rnd 01: Attach with 1 slst in the 6th  remaining loop of row 1 at the front (see photo), ch 10, start in the 

2nd chain from the hook, slst 9, slst on the next remaining loop on the hat, *ch 10, start in the 2nd chain 

from the hook, slst 9, slst on the next remaining loop on the hat* x 8, *ch 8, start in the 2nd chain from 

the hook, slst 7, slst on the next remaining loop on the hat * x 7, *ch 6, start in the 2nd chain from the 

hook, slst 5, slst on the next remaining loop on the hat * x 14, *ch 8, start in the 2nd chain from the hook, 

slst 7, slst on the next remaining loop on the hat * x 7, *ch 10, start in the 2nd chain from the hook, slst 9, 

slst on the next remaining loop on the hat* x 8, *ch 3, slst on the next remaining loop on the hat * rep** 

on the remaining stitches. Close round with 1 slst in the first stitch. 

 

Fasten off. Hide al loose ends. 

Finish: 

1. Pin the hat onto the head with 2 pins. 
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2. Fold the tip to the side and pin it. 

3. Take your needle and insert it at the top in the middle with the eye of the needle 

down through the cap. Hold the needle and release the pins. You can now see the eye of 

the needle on the inside of the hat. Insert your ribbon here now. In this way the ribbon is 

already nicely in the middle at the top  

4. Re-pin the hat and sew on. 

5. Apply some decoration to the hat. 

6. Embroider a mouth. 
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Ready!! Enjoy   
This pattern is protected by copyright; ©Stassart Patricia and are for personal use only. You are NOT authorized to 

publish, share or sell them (totally or in part) in any language. 

If you wish to share this pattern, please use the LINK and do not reprint it on your site.  

It can’t be sold or shared as your own. You may sell products made with this pattern on a small scale, but please 

give credit to me as the designer. 

You are NOT authorized to granted for mass production or factory manufacturing of any kind. 

If you have problems with this patterns, or questions, or you find a mistake, please mail me at: 

Please mention the name of the pattern and your own name  

www.devrolijkevlinders.be 

 

 

 

http://www.devrolijkevlinders.be/

